Let X be a given G-space and X-+X G -*B G be the universal bundle with X as its typical fibre. We shall consider the ordinary cohomology of the total space H*(X G ) as the equivariant cohomology ofX, namely, we shall take H£(X) = H*(X G ) as the definition of the equivariant cohomology theory. In case G are elementary abelian groups (i.e., tori or Z -tori), several fundamental cohomological splitting theorems are formulated and proved in [1], [2] which establish definitive, neat correlations between the cohomological orbit structures (e.g., H*(F), orbit types, etc.) of the given G-space X and the various ideal theoretical invariants of H%(X). In the simplest cases that H*(X) are generated by a single generator (e.g., spheres, projective spaces), the ideals occur in such cohomological splitting theorems are automatically principal ideals. Therefore the cohomological structural theorems for topological ac-
Let X be a given G-space and X-+X G -*B G be the universal bundle with X as its typical fibre. We shall consider the ordinary cohomology of the total space H*(X G ) as the equivariant cohomology ofX, namely, we shall take H£(X) = H*(X G ) as the definition of the equivariant cohomology theory. In case G are elementary abelian groups (i.e., tori or Z -tori), several fundamental cohomological splitting theorems are formulated and proved in [1], [2] which establish definitive, neat correlations between the cohomological orbit structures (e.g., H*(F), orbit types, etc.) of the given G-space X and the various ideal theoretical invariants of H%(X). In the simplest cases that H*(X) are generated by a single generator (e.g., spheres, projective spaces), the ideals occur in such cohomological splitting theorems are automatically principal ideals. Therefore the cohomological structural theorems for topological ac- In applying the fundamental cohomological splitting theorems to establish the same kind of topological Schur lemma for spaces X with more complicated cohomology structures H*(X), the ideal theoretical equations become a set of formidable algebraic problems. In order to develop sufficient understanding towards an eventual successful solution of such geometrically originated ideal theoretical equations, it is rather natural to begin our general investigation with some suitable testing spaces. The purpose of this note is to announce a theorem which represents a beginning success of such an effort.
Let In the assumptions of the above Theorem, the undesirable part is the dimension restriction. This is needed to simplify some computations of Steenrod square operations. We believe that it can be removed by more elaborate computations. Once such dimension restrictions can be removed, then such a structural theorem for Z 2 -tori can be used to deduce a similar structural theorem for tori which can then be served as the topological Schur lemma in the study of topological actions of compact connected Lie groups on this type of spaces. Similar theorems hold for spaces of Z 2 -cohomology type of successive fibrations of projective spaces of mixed type (i.e., deg x t = 1, 2, or 4). Such theorems and their applications in the study of topological actions of general compact Lie groups will be appearing in a later paper.
